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1. Introduction.
Let a) be a real quadratic irrational number with 0<co<l, and put
(1)
Fm{zu z2)―
^"1 ^"H ? h＼y ft-2
2j Zj zi zz ･
Ai = l 7l2= l
The series Fm(zu z2) converges in the domain
{UxKi, i^iii^ar<i>.
Mahler [3] proves that Fm{au ≪2) is transcendental for algebraic au a% with
suitable properties. In the succeeding paper [4], he studies the algebraic inde-
pendence of the values
(2)
To prove the algebraic independence of the values, he asserts the functions
(3)
d'i+k*F≫(zu zi)
Szx*1^*2
6i>0, £2^0
are algebraically independent over the rational function field C(zu z2). But it
is pointed out in Kubota [1] and Loxton and van der Poorten [2] that Mahler's
criterion for algebraic independence (Satz 1 in [4]) is not correct. Although
the correct criterion is given in [1] and [2], it seems that there is no proof of
the algebraic independence of the functions (3). Here we will prove the fol-
lowing theorems.
Theorem 1. The functions (3) are algebraically independent over C(zu z2).
Let a) be expanded in the continued fraction
1
(4) (0 =
ai+-―r―
a2+ ･■･
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IP,
Q =
Then we have
and Q(zu zl)=(zlVvzfv, z1Pl"W-1)
z P/i + l + Pfiz ifl + l + Vp
.
)
-T＼ I) Pc^Zi Zi , Zi Zi ),
we may assume that the continued fraction of m is purely periodic. Therefore
there exists a natural number v such that o}―mv. We may assume v is even.
Put
Fa(zu z2)=F(O(Q(z1, z2))+b(zu z2), b(zu z2)^Q(zl, z2)
f
＼0i
Pi U=l, 2). Putis an eigenvector belonging to
Let pl= pv+pv^la), p2=qv-i ―pv-i0). Then pu p2 are the eigen values of the
matrix Q and
(8)
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p-i=O, po=l, pi=au pf,+1= a(1+1pfl+ p,t-i,
(5)
9-i= l, 9o=O, qi―l, Q/1+i= afl+lqfl+qft-i.
From Theorem 1 and the main theorem in [4], we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let au a2 be algebraic numbers satisfying
(6) 0<|a1|<l, 0<|a1||a2|<B<l, a,V(ia^l^＼ (ft^O).
Then the values (2) are algebraically independent.
Corollary. Let f(z)= 2 ＼_ha)]zhand a an algebraic number with 0< |a
<1. Then
f'k＼a), k^O
are algebraically independent.
2. Proof of the theorems.
Define o)u q)2>･･･ by
1
CO―
fll+ft>l'
Because of the equality (see [3])
(7)
Fm{zu 22)=2(-l)"
≪=o
Q)1 =
1
ao-＼-Q)o'
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3 %
azx oz2
Then we have ([4],§9),
D^Dt"'f(Q(Zl, z2))
= p1kipik*D1kiD2kzf(z1,zs)＼Qltl.tt),K ^2^0.
where f(zu z2)is any analyticfunction. By the equality(8),we have
(9) D^D2k>Fm(zu z2)
^p^p^D^D^F^z,, z2)＼QUvZz)+D^D2^b{zu z2).
We shallprove that the functions
(10) Dl*iDi**Fw(zuzi), kukz^Q>
are algebraicallyindependent over C(zu z%),from which Theorem 1 and Theo-
rem 2 follow, since det / 0 (1) 0 <2)＼( ＼i, ＼2>1^0. The proof is by contradiction. We
assume the functions (10) were algebraically dependent over C(zu z2). Let
K=Q((o). Since the Taylor coefficients of the functions (10) are in K, the
functions are algebraically dependent over K{zu zz). By Corollary 9 in [1],
the functions (10) are /(-linearlydependent mod K(zu z2). (Kubota [1] states
the corollary over the field C, but it is easily checked that the above statement
is nlcn vniiH 'I ThprAfArp fhp fnnrfinns
"""<≪■*H*£)Kr)
k*FJzu
z2) K k2^o
are also i£-linearlydependent mod K(zu z2). Hence the functions
Ftk***＼z,1), K k2^0
are K-linearW deoendent mod K (z). We have
Put
(11)
i7(*i.*≪)(2)i)= 2^*1(1+2*2+ ･･■+ [_ha>~]k*}zh
fM)= 2 h^hwyz11, z^O, j^l
Then {Flkl-ki)(z,l)}osk1,k2sM and {ftJ(z)}onsM.isjsit+igenerate the same vector
space over K, and so {fij{z)}i^.j^iare /^-linearly dependent mod K(z). Since
the coefficients of fij(z) are all in Q, {fij(z)}ao,jsiare Q-linearly dependent
mod Q(z). Then there are integers e1f,not all zero, such that
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(12) £(2)=S Hei,fiJ,z)=P(.z)/q(z)^Q<,z),
i=0 j=l
where p(z) and q(z) are relatively prime polynomials with integer coefficients.
Let fi,･･･,£n be the distinct roots of q(z) and g(z)=
1] chzh. Then we have
csgZ and
ch=Pl{h)£1h+ ･･･+Pn(h)%nh , h>0 .
We choose a subset S of {t-u■■■,£ } such that for every i (l^Li<Ln), there
exists an unique £eS with £*/£is a root of unity. We may assume S=
{£1,･■■,%m}- By the choice of S, ^/^ is not a root of unity for any distinct
i, j. For a suitable natunrnal number N, we have
where Qi(h) are nonzero polynomials of h and m'^Lm. By (11) and (12), ch are
rational integers and
＼ch＼^cxhc*, h^l,
where cx and c2 are positive constants. Whenm'^1, by the lemma in [5], we
have
where p is oo or a prime number and a is any automorphism of Q. There-
fore we conclude that & are roots of unity. Hence we have
(13) chN = ash*+ as^hs-1+ ･･･+a0, h^l,
for a suitable natural number N. If m'=0, then cftiV=0 for any /i^l. In any
case, we have the equality (13). On the other hand, by (12), we have
(14)
t=0 J = l
=Pt({hNa)})ht+PtMhNa)})ht-l+ ■･･+P0({hNa>}),
where {x} denotes the fractional part of x, Pt are polynomials, Pt^0 and at
least one of Pt, ･･･,Po is not constant. Let t0 be the largest integer such that
ptQ is not constant. Comparing (13) and (14), we see that s= i, at=Pi for i=
to+l, ･･■,t and
ata=＼lmPto({hN(o}).
This is a contradiction, since UhNcoWZ^-, is dense in the interval TO. 1).
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